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SEASTAR: Science objectives
• Primary science objectives
• to address the observational gap for synoptic measurements of ocean surface currents and winds at the
critical 1 km scales required to understand, model and forecast ocean submesoscale dynamics, air-sea
interactions and vertical ocean exchanges in coastal, shelf and polar seas

• A major step-forward in ocean observing capability, e.g.
• TOTAL surface currents (incl. ageostrophic)
• total surface current VECTORS
• high-accuracy at 1 km resolution
• synoptic two-dimensional maps of current vectors, wind vectors and ocean wave spectra
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SEASTAR: Relevance
• Ocean is dominated by small features at 1-10km scales
• frequently seen in high-resolution satellite SST
and ocean colour images
• no available data about dynamics at those scales
• challenging and expensive to measure by
any means, including in situ sensors
• Satellites are well suited to provide the necessary
2D synoptic imaging

Copernicus Sentinel-2A Baltic Sea 07 August 2015

• Ocean small scales have global impact on ocean/atmosphere exchanges and climate
• modify air-sea exchanges, impact CO2 and heat uptake by the ocean, impact sea ice growth/decay
• intense ocean vertical transport, linking surface and ocean interior, with impact on marine ecosystems
• dramatic change in ocean dynamics ~ 1km resolution predicted by high-resolution ocean models
• But processes are poorly observed & poorly represented in models used for forecasting & climate projections
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SEASTAR for EE10: mission concept
• Single payload on single satellite
• Ku-band SAR along-track interferometer
• two beams ±45° in azimuth fore and aft + standard beam broadside
• Resolution, Orbit, Sampling, Coverage
• 1km resolution (L2), 1 x 170km swath, 30-40 deg incidence
• Sun-synchronous orbit (power), high-inclination (polar)
• Fast-repeat (1 day) and drifting orbit (global coverage); 5 years
• Technical design & maturity
• Mass dominated by large antenna and power needs
• ScanSAR (12 bursts: 3 elevation x 4 azimuth), dual pol (broadside)
• Total deployed length ~ 22 m
• High SRL (not shown) & high TRL (several ESA and CEOI studies)
• ROM cost
• “just about within EE10 budget”
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SEASTAR Mission
Proposal to EE10
March 2018

Peer-reviewed paper
to OceanObs’2019
with full SEASTAR
science team

"Although of high scientific merit, the
mission is not recommended to be studied
in Phase-0 due to programmatic risks”
(mission cost will highly likely exceed the
cost envelope specified for EE10)

ESA Earth Explorer 10
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ESA Earth Explorer 11

• Deadlines
• Issued 25 Sept 2017
• Letter of Intent & team: 15 Dec 2017
• Proposal deadline: 02 March 2018

• Deadlines
• Issued 25 May 2020
• Letter of Intent & team: 18 September 2020
• Proposer workshop: 5 October 2020
• Proposal deadline: 4 December 2020 (noon CET)

• Call for mission ideas: <28 pages
• Cover (1), Summary (1-2), Science (<10)
• Technical (<10)

• Call for mission ideas: <30 pages
• Cover (1), Summary (1-2), Science (<10)
• Technical (<15) inc. mass, power budgets, cost breakdown

• Proposer team: 20 people max

• Proposer team: 12 people max

• SRL 5 (end Phase A), TRL 5 (end Phase B1)

• SRL 4 (end Phase 0), SRL5 (end Phase A), TRL 5 (end Phase B1)

• 400 M€ to ESA (2017 economic conditions)
• “target of 225 M€ for space segment, excl. launch,
operations, ground segment, level 2 processor & ESA
internal costs”

• 450 M€ Cost at Completion (CaC) to ESA (2020 economic conditions
• “strict target of 250 M€, e.c. 2020 for all industrial development
costs for the space segment, including Level 1 Ground
Processing Prototype, excluding launch services, operations…”

• Vega-C launch as baseline
• Launch ~ 2027/28

• Vega or Ariane 6 (if added cost can be offset)
• Launch ~ 2031/32
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What else changed in the meantime?
• EE9 outcome
• SKIM not selected for EE9
• will there be a competing SKIM+ concept submitted to EE11 ?
• But SKIM end-to-end simulator provides useful new capability for SEASTAR
• EE10 outcome
• EE10 Harmony ?
• proposes to use squinted ATI to measure ocean currents (?)
• one of many multi-static experiments, tied to Sentinel-1 acquisition mode
• cannot deliver necessary systematic mapping
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Key issues for EE11 SEASTAR
• No active project since 2018
• despite positive feedback and recommendations by ACEO at the time
• Science/industry interactions have stopped
• No further evolution of the concept, no progress on mass or cost reduction
• International support for the mission continues to grow !
• Developing a competitive proposal for EE11 will need national funding
• already the case in France and Germany (and probably elsewhere)
• input on mass, power budget and cost breakdown needed for EE11 need active involvement from industry
• further iterations are needed between science and engineering to reduce cost but retain scientific excellence
• in current economic conditions, academia and industry are unlikely to secure internal resources.
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